
3/4-I'm going to celebrate the first 
robin I've seen (three days after 
first unofficial sighting) but worki] 
ing outside until mail time. I've 
gone over the Post and include what 
they have on China. Off first nage 
except for Cormier AP piece I sent, 
except what I've sent. Note someone 
saw C and women's lib as I did. I've 
not taken 'time to road others...On 
Kleindionst, I started keeping a fill 
on his because he passed on POI case; 
so if you have not nee for what is 
now in the JIYT when overloaded Je 
-gets to .the current, I 

1 
 d appreciate 

those things. .Not urgent, merely 
potentially valuable,. and 4o need 
for special mailing, it will be late 
and will be merely for completion of 
file. If.I had been younger and less 
tired I'd_not have been turned off 
by Bayh's premature cop,ing out. I 
nowrogretI itad did not do what I 
would have years ago and taken his 
record of lying and on POI-  to the 
:Democratic members, for they'd have 
had a means of attacking his truth, 
fulness at a time it was pertinent, 
when he was on the stand and had no 
possible defenSe. I fear it is too 
late and I'm without the means of 
making a trip to DC to pres2 the 
case in person. Hy old car has 98,0D 
miles on it and I'm nursing it...If 
in the future it interests you, I'm 
keeping a kind of file on the, Harris 
burg case, but my only probabfe-
interest may be in the informant. Th 
The Post today says the FBI gave him 
the dope. on explosives, via Army 
manuals...The Chicago TM asked for 
and got equal time on CBS'S WBBN 
Chicago early this a.m. to respond t 
to an editorial praising Nixon on 
China;! Typically, counterproductive 
approach and appearance. Bu t it is 
the only think of the kind I've hear 
I hav big piano, for me, for some 
weekend taping that may intere;t-vou. 
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there is aupsoseci to be a OBC 
special tonight of vLich I wrote. It 
coincides with a nT dramatic thing 

wants to see. So, I plan to use 
a 120 cassette and. the Sony in the 
bedroom, where we have a very good 
all-wave set I used to need to liateY 
to distant stations on which I was 
due to b' cast by phone, so I could 
feed in smoothly. Then we'll listen 
to that, because we are also interesi 
ed in it. Then I'll use the other 
side for the 3rd NET TV show on 
hina, with. White, and then I'll 

send. I think IET is Monday0  
not need or want back,I will not be 
giving youlaTek one Of the Sony 
tapes. I'm too cheap for that. But I 
have a 120 I got in Dallas at the 
largest electronics store there. 
They say it is their own brand and 
good. Probably cheap. By the way, 

the tapes I got at 500 each are 
called Sterex, are US made, Atlas 
Films, Inc., NYC, of whom I never 
heard, but I tested one and it was 
eimoeth and clear. I'E going to try 
and get more this evening for with 
the Bankamericard I can postpone the 
unhappy day two months. They don't 
shake nearly as much as the others, 
seem to be snugly built. They are 
not the known cheap brand in the 

the one with nhich I have had 
trouble. 


